ABSTRACT. A hypergroup is a locally compact space on which the space of finite regular Borel measures has a convolution structure preserving the probability measures. This paper deals only with commutative hypergroups. § 1 contains definitions, a discussion of invariant measures, and a characterization of idempotent probability measures. §2 deals with the characters of a hypergroup. §3 is about hypergroups, which have generalized translation operators (in the sense of Levitan), and subhypergroups of such. In this case the set of characters provides much information. Finally §4 discusses examples, such as the space of conjugacy classes of a compact group, certain compact homogeneous spaces, ultraspherical series, and finite hypergroups.
A hypergroup is a locally compact space on which the space of finite regular Borel measures has a convolution structure preserving the probability measures. Such a structure can arise in several ways in harmonic analysis. Two major examples are furnished by the space of conjugacy classes of a compact nonabelian group, and by the two-sided cosets of certain nonnormal closed subgroups of a compact group. Another example is given by series of Jacobi polynomials.
The class of hypergroups includes the class of locally compact topological semigroups. In this paper we will show that many well-known group theorems extend to the commutative hypergroup case. In §1 we discuss some basic structure and determine the idempotent probability measures. In §2 we present some elementary theory of characters of a hypergroup. In §3 we look at a restricted class of hypergroups, namely those on which there is a generalized translation in the sense of Levitan ([11] , or see [12, p. 427] ). (The notation of the present paper would seem to have two advantages over Levitan's: ours is compatible with current notation for compact groups, and in Levitan's notation, it is almost impossible to express correctly commutativity and associativity.) The theory for these hypergroups looks much like locally compact abelian group theory, yet covers a much wider range of examples. Finally in §4 we discuss some examples and further questions.
Note that a subhypergroup is closed by definition. By analogy with the case of conjugacy classes of a compact group, we make the following definition. Definition 1.6. The center of H, Z(H), is the set {x E H : spt X(x,y) is a single point for each y E H}. For x E Z(H), y E H defines x ° y e H by X(x,y) = 8x.y. Proposition 1.7. Z(H) is a subhypergroup of H, and is itself a locally compact semigroup under the operation °.
Proof. By associativity x, y E Z(H) implies x ° y E Z(H). Now suppose {xa} is a net in Z(H) with xa ->" x E H. Fix y E H and let / E C¿(H) with
JHfdX(x,y) > 0. Then/(xa o y) = SHfdX(xa,y) ->a (HfdX(x,y) > 0. Thus for all large a, xa° y is in a fixed compact set (spt /). Let z be a cluster point of {■Xa ° y}'> then f(z) = JHfdX(x,y) for all such / This implies X(x,y) = 82 so x E Z(H).
Suppose {xa}, {yß} are nets in Z(H) with xa ->" x, yß^>ßy. Then (xa,yß) -^a,ßix,y) in HXH, and for each /E CC(H), /(*" ° yß) = S"fdX(xa,yß) -> fHfdX(x,y) = f(x o y), so the multiplication o is jointly continuous. □ Proposition 1.8. Let H be a compact hypergroup (not necessarily with an identity). Then Mp(H) is a commutative compact (jointly continuous) semigroup, under convolution and the weak-* topology (the topology o(M(H), C(H))_ Proof. It is clear that Mp(H) is weak-* compact and closed under convolution. Now let {pa}, {vß} be nets in Mp(H) with pa ->a p, vß -+ß v (weak-*), and let / E C(H). By the continuity of the map (x,y) i-> ffifdX(x,y) and the StoneWeierstrass theorem there exist, for each e > 0, functions g,,..., g", n,,..., n" E C(H) such that I fHfdX(x,y) -2 gj(x)hj(y)\ < e (x,y E H). Now jHfdpa*vß-¡Hfdp*v\ < 2e + |jj fH gjdpa fH hjdvß -¡H gjdp fH hjdv\ <2e+± {\\hj\\x\fHgjd(pa -p)\+ \\gj\\x\fH hjd(vß -*.)!}.
The last term can be made less than 4e by taking a and ß sufficiently large. □ The proof of the above result followed the method of Rosenblatt [15] . We point out here that if H is a compact topological space and M(H) is a commutative Banach algebra under its natural norm, and a multiplication, denoted *, such that Mp(H) * Mp(H) c Mp(H) and multiplication is jointly weak-* continuous on Mp(H), then H is a compact (commutative) hypergroup. Further the hypergroup convolution coincides with *. Here is a sketch of the argument: for x, y E H define X(x,y) = Sx*8yE MP(H) and for / E C(H) define Tf(x,y) = fH fdX(x, y).
By assumption Tf is jointly continuous. The formula L L Tf(x,y)dp(x)dv(y) = fHfdn *v (/ E C(H)) is first verified for finitely supported (discrete) measures in Mp(H), and then is extended to all p, v E Mp(H) by weak-* continuity. (This involves a compactness argument similar to the one given in Theorem 1.10.) Definition 1.9. For each / E CC(H), x E H, p E M(H) define R(x)f E CC(H) by R(x)f(y) = fHfdX(y,x) (y E H), and define the function R(p)f by R(p)f(y) = fH R(z)f(y)dp(z) (y E H). (The following theorem shows that R(p)f E C0(H).)
Proof. By a uniform approximation argument and the regularity of measures in M(H) it suffices to consider a fixed / E CC(H) and a measure p E Mp(H) with compact support. Let 5 = spt p and let K = {R(x)f : x E S} c C0(H). We claim K is compact in the topology rp of pointwise convergence. In fact, let (F(x0)/} be a net in K; then there exists a cluster point x0 E S of the set {x"}, so that for a cofinal subnet R(xß)f(y) = f HfdX(y,xß) -^ß f HfdX(y,x0) = R(x0)f(y) (y E H). By Grothendieck's compactness theorem [8, p. 182 ] Fis compact in the weak topology o(C(Hx),M(Hx)) (where Hx is the one-point compactification of H). Now the norm-closed convex hull of F, co(F), is weakly compact [3, p. 434] , and thus rp -compact. But p is the weak-* limit of a net of discrete probability measures {pa} on S, and for each a, R(pa)f E co(F), so R(H«)f(y) = /s fHfdX(y,z)dy.a(z) ^ fs fHfdX(y,z)dliiz) Observe that commutativity was not used in the above proof. Definition 1.11. An invariant measure m on H is a positive nonzero regular Borel measure on H, which is finite on compact sets, and such that fHfdm = fH R(x)fdm(x E H,f E CC(H)). If m is finite, the latter condition can be written as m * Sx = m (x E H). Theorem 1.12. Suppose H is a compact hypergroup (not necessarily with an identity); then there exists a unique invariant measure mH E Mp(H), and mH * p = mH (p E Mp(H)). Further spt mH is the minimal closed ideal in H, that is, the smallest compact set K such that H ■ K c K.
Proof. The set MP(H) is weak-* compact and convex. Further Mp(H) acts as a commutative semigroup of (weak-*) continuous linear operators on itself by convolution (see Proposition 1.8), so by the Markov-Kakutani theorem [3, p. 456] there exists mH E Mp(H) such that mH * p = mH for all p E Mp(H). In particular, mH * 8X = mH (x E H), that is, fH R(x)fdmH = J"HfdmH (x E H, f E C(H)). If p G Mp(H) such that p * 8X = p(x E H), then SHfdp * mH = fHdmH(x) $H R(x)fdp = fHfdp, so p * mH = p, but p * mH = mH so mH = p, proving uniqueness.
We observe that there exists a minimum closed ideal / in H; in fact for any two nonempty closed ideals /,, I2, the set /, ■ I2 is a closed ideal c I\ D I2, and H is compact. For x E I we have mH = 8X * mH so, by Proposition 1.4, spt mH = {x} • spt mH c / ■ spt mH c /. Conversely for any x E H, {x} ■ spt mH C spt mH, so spt mH is a closed ideal c /, hence spt mH = /. fj
The author knows of no general theorem about existence or uniqueness of an invariant measure for H noncompact. In §3 a uniqueness theorem is proved for *-hypergroups.
A measure p is said to be idempotent if p * p = p. If K is a compact subhypergroup of H, then the invariant measure mK of K is idempotent, and mK E Mp(H). In fact each idempotent probability measure arises this way; a fact discovered earlier for locally compact commutative semigroups by Glicksberg [7] . We have adapted some of his techniques in the following theorem. Theorem 1.13. Let p be idempotent and in Mp(H). Then spt p is a compact subhypergroup with no proper ideals, and p is the invariant measure of spt p.
Proof. Let S = spt p. The steps of the proof are to show that 5 is a subhypergroup, that R(p)f is constant on the compact minimal ideal of S for each/ E CC(H), that S has no proper ideals, and finally that p is invariant on S.
By Proposition 1.4, S • S = S, so S is a subhypergroup. We first observe that iff E C*(H) and/2 0 on S then R(p)f(z) > 0 for some z E S. Suppose not, then $H $HfdX(z,x)dpix) = 0 for all z E S, which implies fHfdX(z,x) = 0 for all z, x E S and f=0 on S-S = S, a contradiction.
Let / E Ct(H), f m 0 on 5, and let g = R(p)f E C0(H) by Theorem 1.10.
Further g > 0, g 5£ 0 on S, and
.10). Since g E C0(H), there exists x0 E S such that g(x0) = \\g\\s (= sup(|g(x)| : x E S}). But g(x0) -R(p.)g(xQ) = fs R(x0)gdii by commutativity. Now R(x0)g(y) = fsgdX(y,x0) (y E S), so R(x0)g(y) < \\g\\s. Since p E Mp(S), this implies R(x0)g(y) = ||g||s, for ail y E S. This implies that g = ||g||s on {x0} • S, which is thus a compact ideal (since g E C0(H) and g ^ 0 on S). Hence 5 has a minimum compact nonempty ideal / (see the proof of 1.12), so I e {x0} ■ S, and for each/ E C?(H), F(p)/is constant on / with the value ||F(p)/||s.
We claim that I = S, for otherwise, there would exist / E C?(H), f(z) > 0 some z E 5 and /(/) = 0, but then R(¡x)f(x) = fs fsfdX(x,y)dn(y) = 0 for x E I, since x E I, y E S imply spt X(x,y) c /, and this implies ||F(p)/||s = 0, a contradiction.
To show that n = ms observe that fH <bdX(x,y) -<b(x)<b(y) (x,y E H).
The set of all characters will be denoted by H. Observe that the constant function 1 E H, and if <b E H then ^ E Ñ. Proposition 2.2. For <£ E H, the following holds: (1) <i>(e) = 1. (2) |<Kx)| < 1 (x E H).
(3) Let G be a closed subgroup of the unit circle {z E C : |z| = 1} and let S = {x EH:
<f>(x) E G}; then S is a subhypergroup of H, and <b is constant with value <J>(x)<i>(>') on spt X(x,y)for each x, y E S. (Note the most interesting cases for G are (1} and (z : |z| = 1}.) (4) Suppose further that \(¡>(x)\ = 1 (x E H), then <b^ E H for all \p E H.
Proof. We have </>(e)<K*) = <t>(x) (x E H) so (¡>(e) =1. Let M = \\<b\\x. It follows from 2.1 that M2 < M, thus M < 1. If x, y E H such that <j>(x), <b(y) E G, then \ÇH<bdX(x,y)\ = 1. But each point on the unit circle is an extreme point, so </> is constant with value <#>(x)<|>(.y) E G on spt A(x,j>). Hence spt X(x,y) C S.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Suppose \<b(x)\ = 1 (x E H) and \p E H. By (3) <£ is constant on spt X(x,y) with value <¡>(x)<¡>(y), for all x,yEH. Now fw <¡>ipdX(x,y) = <£(•*)<>(jO/w ^dX(x,y) = (W)(x)(M)(y), (* £ tí), so #6Ä.D As expected, H can be considered as a subset of A, the maximal ideal space of M(H). In turn, A is viewed as a subset of M(H)*, the dual space of M(H). Proposition 2.3. Tne set H may be identified with A n CB(H). Indeed for each <f> E Ñ, the map p >-> p(<f>) = fH$dp (p E M(H)), is a multiplicative linear functional, and if <j> E CB(H) such that p i-► f H <j>dp is multiplicative, then <b E Ê.
Proof. Let p, v E M(H) and extend formula (1-1) to bounded continuous functions. Then (p * vr($) = jH$dp*v= fH fH fH $dX(x,y)dp(x)dv(y) = Íh *dV-L $dv = £(*)*(*) 'or <í> G fí.
Conversely, if <b E CB(H) and p i-> fH$dp is multiplicative, then <j>(x)<p(y) = JH $d8x *8y = S h *dX(x,y) (x,y E H). Q By analogy to the group case, one might hope for some dual structure on H. As usual H is given the weak topology induced by the p, p E M(H). It is not known to the author whether H is necessarily locally compact. However, if it is, let a E M(H) and define 9_la(jc) = ffí <b(x) da(<b) (x E H). Now one would like to define convolution on H so that it is transformed into pointwise multiplication on H. If this is to be a hypergroup structure, a necessary condition is that ^ be in the pointwise closure of the convex hull of H (in CB(H)) for each <f>,x¡/EÑ. We will later discuss cases where H is a hypergroup, and give an example of when it is not.
3. Hypergroups with involution. Up to this point we have not used any analogue of the group inverse, so the theorems presented so far work for semigroups as well as groups. However the examples we mentioned in the introduction do have more structure and we will now give the appropriate abstract definition. Levitan [11] first had the idea of generalizing locally compact groups by considering structures which under the analogue of the right regular representation are mapped onto selfadjoint sets of normal operators. These he called "generalized translation operators". Definition 3.1. A locally compact hypergroup H will be called a *-hypergroup if there exists an invariant measure m on H and a continuous involution x i-► x' (x E H) such that fH (R(x)f)gdm = fHf(R(x')gy dm (f,g E Cc(H),x E H), and such that e E spt A(x,x') (x E H). The following properties are implicit in the word "involution": for each p E M(H) define p' E M(H) by $Hfd¡i = fH f(x')d\i(x) (f E CC(H)), then p i-> p' is an involution on M(H) and A(x',/) = A(.y,x)' (x,y E H).
For a function/on H, the function/' is defined by/'(x) = f(x') (x E H). For a regular Borel, finite on compact sets, measure p on H, p' is defined by §Hfdp' = SHf'dV. (fE CC(H) ).
In the example of the space of conjugacy classes of a compact group, the involution maps the conjugacy class of a point to the conjugacy class of the point's inverse (see Example 4.1 for more details). Proof. By Proposition 1.7, Z(H) is a closed subsemigroup. Let x E Z(H), y E H; then X(x',y) = X(y',x)' = (8x.y.)' = 8(x.yJ, so x' E Z(H). Also e E spt X(x, x') = {x ° x'}, so x' is the group inverse of x E Z(H). □
Proposition 3.4. The space LX(H), that is, Lx(m), is a closed ideal in M(H), and for f E CC(H), p E M(H), the following formula holds:
f*p(x) = fH R(x)f(y')dp(y) (x E H), and f*p E C0(H) n LX(H), where convolution is to be interpreted as the measure convolution of p with f ■ m (the measure fdm).
Proof. Let g E CC(H) and let v
Observe that fH R(x)f(y')dp(y) = R(p')f(x) so this function is in C0(H), by Theorem 1.10. The inequality \(Hgdv\ < ||g|U|u||||/H shows that R(p')f is in LX(H). The density of CC(H) in LX(H) finishes the proof. □ Levitan observed that H can be identified with the maximal ideal space of LX(H) and that LX(H) is semisimple. He also observed that there exists a regular Borel measure on H so that there is a Plancherel formula for L2(H) (see [12, p. 428] for a sketch of the proofs of these results). We will only use this fact for the case where H is compact. Henceforth H will be a compact *-hypergroup. Hence there is a unique invariant measure m with mH = 1 and, further, spt m = H. The group case leads us to expect the following sort of theorem.
Theorem 3.7. For each x £ H, R(x) extends to a bounded operator on L2(H), and the map x i-> R(x)f is continuous for each f E L2(H). Further R(x)* = F(x') (wAere * denotes the operator adjoint), and (R(x)f)A(<b) = <p(x)f(<j>) (x E H,f E L2(H),<b E ñ).
Proof. Let / E C(H), t#> E H, x £ H, then (F(x)/)A(<i>) = fH R(x)f$dm -i h J (R(x')<t>) dm = ¿>(x) fHfi>dm = <¡>(x)f(<¡>). Clearly the operator F(x) extends to a bounded operator on L2(H) with operator norm equal to sup{|<|>(x)| : <j> E H} < 1. The rest of the proof is straightforward. □
The conditions for H to be a *-hypergroup do not seem to imply that sp/z* is sup-norm dense in C(H) (however the author knows of no counterexample). In the particular cases of interest there holds a further property:
that is, for each <b,\pEÑ, there exists a nonnegative real function n(<¡>, \p; u>) on H with only finitely many nonzero values, such that <i>(xW'(x)= 2 n(<b,xP;o>)u(x) (x E H) ueti (setting x = e this implies 2ue// "(fr^',w) = ')• If H has this additional property, we will call it a P*-hypergroup. A *-hypergroup need not have property (P); see Example 4.8. Henceforth H will be a compact P*-hypergroup.
Proposition 3.8. FAe span of H is sup-norm dense in C(H).
Proof. Indeed the linear span of H is a selfadjoint algebra containing the constants. Further for x =É y, x, y E H, let / E C(H) with /(x) ^ f(y). Then R(x)f(e) -/(*) ^f(y) = R(y)f(e)\ thus R(x)f=£ R(y)f in L2(H). By Theorem 3.7 this implies that some <f> E Ü separates x and y. The Stone-Weierstrass theorem finishes the proof. □ We interpret M(H) = /' (H) as the space of absolutely convergent Fourier series on H, that is, for p E M(Ñ) write D~xp(x) = Xf.e# fi4>)4*(x)> where ||u|| = 2$ ll^OíOl-Property (P) implies that H is a discrete hypergroup where the convolution is defined so that <3~x is multiplicative and the function 1 is the identity. In particular the product of the unit masses at </>, \p E H is the probability measure n(<$>, \p). Observe that there is on hand a separating collection of multiplicative linear functionals on M(Ñ), namely, the maps p i-► 'D~xp(x) (x E H). We will not concern ourselves with the question of whether the maximal ideal space of M(Ñ) is H; see however Levitan [12, p. 429 ].
For/ E CC(Ñ) (<t, E H), R(<b)f is given by *(*)/(*) = 2.6ä/(«K^*;«)- all ip E spt n(<#>, </>), some <j> E H.fJ There is a classical theroem which asserts that any closed subsemigroup of a compact group is a subgroup. The analogue holds for compact P*-hypergroups. Theorem 3.14. Let K be a (nonempty) (closed) subhypergroup of H; then K is normal.
Proof. By Theorem 1.12 there exists an invariant measure mK on K, and spt mK is the minimum closed ideal I in K. For <f> E IL, (mK)^(<p) = J, <pdmK = 1. For £ £ IL, let x E I with </>(■*) i= 1 ; then (mKY (<f>) = Si $dmK = f, (R(x)<b)~ dmK = <p(x) f, (¡>dmK = 4>(x)(mK)A (<#>), so (mK)A(<p) = 0 (the second equality comes from the invariance of mK). We claim that 7 is a normal subhypergroup of H.
Indeed, let / E C(H) be of the form 2* «(#(> (a«>) G C, all but finitely many a(<¡>) equal 0); then $ "fdm'K = $ HfdmK (since fH <f>(x') dmK(x) = (m*)A(«f») = 0"*) A (<£) = /// <t>dmK for all <f> E II). The set of such / is dense in C(H), so "ijr = wÁf' Thus x E I implies *' E /. We conclude that e E I, but 7 is an ideal in K, so K = I, a normal subhypergroup. fj
We will now show that any (closed) subhypergroup K of H is itself a P*-hypergroup, and Á may be identified with a hypercoset structure on H. A hypercoset is a subset of H of the form <f> • E, where <j> E Ñ and £ is a subhypergroup of 77. Proof. We first claim for </>, ip E 77 with p<f> ^fc pip that §K (p<p)(pip)~~ dmK = 0.
In fact JK (pMcl*) dmK= 2 n(<b,\¡>;o>) fK(pu)dmK UE/Î = 2 "(<¡>> ?;«)■ By Proposition 3.16, each n(<b,\¡/; to) (to E Fx) is zero (or else (b E \p ■ Kx).
We already have an involution and an invariant measure on K, so we need to show JK R(x)fgdmK = fKf(R(x')g)~ dmK, for x E K, f g E C(K). It will suffice to prove this formula for restrictions of finite linear combinations of H, since these are dense in C(K). Let / = 2« "W/xf1. g = 2+ Ki1)?^ (finite sums, with no repetitions, that is, no more than one representative from each hypercoset), and
Thus F is a *-hypergroup, and we see that pfi is an orthogonal basis for L2(K), hence pÑ = K. To see that K has property (P), observe that KK = (pH)(pH) E p(co(H)) = co(p#) = co(F). □ We now consider the problem of idempotent measures. Note M(H) is semisimple by Propositions 2.3 and 3.8. For each idempotent p E M(H) (that is, p(4>) = 1 or 0, all </> E H) let S(p) = {<|> E Ñ : p(<b) = 1}. As usual we see that Ú = [S(n) E Ñ : p idempotent} is closed under complementation, finite unions and finite intersection. We will show that Ú contains all hypercosets. Rider [14] has done this for central measures on compact groups. Example 4.1. Let G be a compact nonabelian group with normalized Haar measure «iG. Let H be the space of conjugacy classes of G; then M(H) can be Conditions (3) and (4) together imply that/g E co H (f,g E H). Then H has the structure of a discrete hypergroup with an identity (the function 1). Further X is embedded in H by associating the evaluation map to each x E X. Example 4.5. Suppose that in addition to the properties of Example 4.4 the following hold: (5) there exists m E Mp(X) so that H is an orthogonal basis for L2(m); (6)/E H implies /E H; then H is a discrete *-hypergroup. The proof of this is the same as used in §3 for H.
Examples of such situations are given by Jacobi polynomials {P^a'B) : n = 0,1,2,...} for a, ß > -1, a + ß > -1, by a recent result of Gasper [6] . Askey has also considered algebras of Jacobi polynomials. See his survey paper [1] for further references. Igari and Uno [10] have found the maximal ideal space (as hoped for, [-1,1] ) of the algebra of absolutely convergent Jacobi series.
Example 4.6. Let {a,-,},™^ be a nonsingular (m + I) X (m + 1) complex matrix with the following properties:
(1) a0j = a,0 = 1, for all /,/; (2)\a0\ < Fall/,/; (3) for 1 < /', j < m, there exist nonnegative real numbers «(/',/; A) (0 < A < m) such that aisajs = 2!T=o "(fjl k)aks (° < ■* < m)-Consider the rows as being a set H of functions on a space with (m + 1) points, then H satisfies the hypotheses of Example 4.4. Further the characters are given by the columns of (a,y} (by a dimension argument, H can have no more than m + 1 points).
We give an example of such a matrix for which H is not a hypergroup: Further 77 is a *-hypergroup, since the characters are orthogonal with respect to the invariant measure (1/28,9/28,9/14) (see the proof of Theorem 3.17). However (#>? = (1/6)1 -(2/21)<px + (49/54)<i>2. Thus there exists a finite (compact) *-hypergroup which is not P*.
The author thanks his colleague Leonard Scott for providing this example.
